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Latest news You have no right to deny it. You are addicted to it. But why you
are playing it? It is your duty as a father to bring your son a healthy hobby, or
in the case of video games it is your duty as a father to watch your son
playing. But for this you should have a tech and game sound card at home.
The most important thing is that your son should learn to develop a realistic
attitude to gaming. Most children play by now at a very early age and for
many years. But when their friends have enough money they simply buy the
most recent video game system and start playing in that way all the time. You
must discuss this with your son and explain why he should not play that way.
You should tell him that it is normal to play only a little and only for a little
time and that then he can continue playing himself when he is more mature.
A man who plays and plays is no longer a man but a machine. Thats why it is
very important that your son never has those video games at home. There is a
lot of rubbish out there for kids on the internet and many of them are for real
children. Don’t let your son start playing with a ton of other stuff on the
internet. Watch out for the age he starts playing and tell him what he can’t
play. Make sure that your son does not run before he walks and that he does
not spend more time in front of the computer than for other things in life.
Computer games can take your child far away from reality. It is not a problem
if your son starts to play with a PlayStation, an Xbox or a Wii, he just needs
something you know to be safe for children. A recommendation about the
quality of sound devices is a must, but many children even use the wrong
type of headset. The same goes for the price. The point is to check if the
device is made for gaming and if it is cheap, that it is not made of rubber and
if the volume can be changed manually. You should also ask your son if he is
sure that it is used to play on the TV. If it is, that the controller has been
switched off while it is not used. You can also instruct your son to tell you if
something is going on when he is playing with that device. Most video games
have a mail address to where you can send games or games or updates. This
is very important if he is playing on the
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